
 
 

Stuff beeswax in your ears 
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Some of you may be familiar with the Greek myth of 
Odysseus. Below is a classic painting by John William 
Waterhouse of Odysseus and his men. 
 

 
 

After victory in Troy, Odysseus sets off on his journey 
home (the Trojan horse was his idea). Odysseus was 
renowned for his brilliance, versatility, self-restraint and 
cunningness. On the way to Ithaca, they had to pass 
the island of the Sirens before facing the six-headed 
monster Scylla and the whirlpool Charybdis. The Sirens 
were bird-like creatures with female voices that lured 
sailors to their death. Odysseus plugged his men’s ears 
with beeswax and had them bind him to the mast of the 
ship – unable to do anything to their detriment. He 
alone heard their song flowing forth from the island, 
promising to reveal the future… 
To put this ancient story in perspective, we all need to 
heed the enchanting noise by the media (it tells us what 
we want to hear and not what we necessarily should 
do). There are often other financial dangers ahead that 
we have not properly assessed. Being aware of our 
cognitive biases are helpful and perhaps crucial. Any 
knee-jerk reaction(s) during volatile times might harm 
us more than we think. Having a clever plan and staying 
calm amidst troubled water is more often a sound 
strategy. 
 

We are not the only country with problems 
Those of us that follow international news, will be 
familiar with the troubles in countries such as Brazil, 
Turkey and Argentina, plus lately the humanitarian 
crises in El Salvador. Apart from crime, El Salvador has 
a serious drinking water crisis. Drug lords in many ways 
rule Latin American countries – it is a frightening 
thought. Finance with prudent fiscal and monetary 
policy is absent. In 2018 alone the Argentinian peso 
dropped by more than 50% against the American 
Dollar, while interest rates have rocketed to 60%! 
Turkey’s financial woes and trends are similar. 
 

In a recent study done by a consultancy firm Ipsos, 
South Africans rank the highest amongst 38 countries 
on a perception index; i.e. our perception versus fact or 
reality. The study indicated that South Africans tend to 
have major misperceptions about key aspects and 
generally lean towards the negative, resulting in a 
rather pessimistic national outlook. The media surely 
contributed to our dire and sensational views. 
 

Keep in mind, it is never as good as people would like it 
to be, or as bad as people think it is. After all, nobody 
knows the future. In the past many predictions have 
been made and seldom an extreme scenario has 
played out. In general (and in South Africa) our 
outcomes have been (for most of time) somewhere 
between the extremes. With a favourable election in 

2019, our future might look much brighter than what we 
would like to think. President Ramaphosa is taking 
corrective action and acting with caution. Unfortunately, 
like most things in Africa, it will take time to repair the 
damage that was done over the previous decade. 
 

Market movements and investor sentiment 
No surprise! We have shared the sketch below by Carl 
Richards before. In a classic way it illustrates what 
investors tend to do over time. As soon as financial 
markets build momentum (plus new highs), investors 
start to feel that they have missed out on something 
really good and subsequently pile in at the wrong time. 
When markets move lower, for some reason we 
somehow focus on what we have “lost” as opposed to 
seeing an opportunity to accumulate at a discounted 
price. It is the difference between looking backwards or 
forward. Our ability to invest requires insight, 
perspective and tremendous patience. Jeff Bezos of 
Amazon once asked Warren Buffett (a long time friend 
of his): “you are the second richest man in the world 
and yet you have the simplest investment thesis. How 
come others didn’t follow this?” To which he responded: 
“because no one wants to get rich slowly”. It is human 
nature to want a quick fix. 

Tempted by cash returns… 
We are not talking about a healthy contingency fund, 
but investors often switch longer-term investments to 
cash at the wrong time in the cycle. Historical data 
validates this erroneous behaviour when markets tend 
to underperform. 
 

Banks and their brokers try to capitalise on this 
behaviour by offering attractive promotions. When you 
study the fine print, the promotion is often found to be 
misleading and not transparent. Investors need to 
consider the return after fees, the tax on interest income 
as well as inflation. The offer is often a contractual fixed 
term investment (we prefer flexibility without penalties). 
Also, returns may be expressed in different ways. Is the 
rate a compound rate, or just simple interest? 
 

Season Greetings 
As always, we would like to wish everyone a blessed 
Christmas and a joyful time with family and friends. It is 
a time of the year to reflect and re-evaluate. May 2019 
be a positive year for South Africa. 
 

Once again thank you to all our clients for your support 
and patronage. We acknowledge the trust you place in 
our family business and appreciate these relationships 
over so many years. 


